
U~ITEDSTATES GE~GRALACCOUNJING OFFICE 
WASH!~GTON. G.C. 20548 

The Honorable John C. Sawhill 
Administrator, Federdl Energy Administration 
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Dear Mr. Sswhill: 

We have surveyed the energy conservation practices being encouraged 
by State utility commissions and public utilities. Our objectives were 
to ascertain whetner there were problems hampering the implementation of 
conservation practices snd, if so, whether Federal action cogld be taken 
to alleviate such problems. 

Our work was performed primarily at the Federal Energy ;idministra- - 
r. tion (FEA) ano the Federal Pcwer Commission {F-PC) headquarters. In 2 c 

/- addition, we comunicated with selectea bublic utility commissions and 
public utilities in the District of Co! "ia, #ichigan, and Washington 
and sent questionnaires to the State ut ': commissions of the 
50 States, the District of Columbia, the .~~gin Islands, and Puerto Rico. 

Because of the short time frame available for Federal agencies to 
formulate and carry out long-range conservation oractices, ihe rapid 
changes in organizational arrangements for carrying out the Federal re- 
sponsibilities, and the pl;nnad programs by Federal agencies, pie de- 
cided not to continue further with our survey at this time. G[e did, 
ho&ever, identify several problems which should be brought to your at- 
tention concerning the encouragement of energy conservation programs of 
the utilities and State utility commissions. 

These problems involve ?$e need for (1) evaluation of the effective- 
ness of existing or planned energy conservation practices of utilities, 
(2) additional dUthOrity for State utility cormissioos to require or 
prmote energy conservation practices, and (3) intensificaticn and coor- 
dination of the Federal effort. 

NEED TD EVA!GTE tX!STING 
OR PLAWED CQ:SERVATIC:1 PRACTICES 
OF UTILITIES 

A?though various energy conservation practices ara being carried ost 
or planned by some public utilities and State utility commissionsI not 
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all the pr?:,ices have been independently evaluated as to their energy- 
saving potential. Wthout such evaluation, some other public utilities 
and State bcility corUssions were reluctant to attempt or to encourage 
such practices. 

The MaLion's energy consumption is increasing faster than the sup- 
ply of availa ble domestic energy is being developed. This situation 
has caused snortages in needed energy requirements, which are expected 
to continue for quite some time. An important method immediately avail- 
able for recdcing these shortages is an effective energy conservation 
program. Ibe President ar,J the Ccngress have expressed the need for 
such a program to help the Nation meet its increasing energy needs. 

,I In April 1973 the President directed the establishment of the Office 
of Energy Conservation in the Department of the Interior to coordinate 
Federal energy conservation programs, corduct research on energy conser- 
vation issws, and edut:ate the public on energy ef'itliency and costs. 
This Office--renamed toe Office of Con;ervacion and Environment--ha; 
transferred to the nek FF4 established by Public Law 93-275, May 7, 1974. 

Federa? and State agencies anti utilities are encouraging consumers 
t0 voiuntari?~ conserve energy thFO!.igfi television and radio announce- 
ments, posters, brochures, pamphlets, and educational or informational 
meetings. Under these programs, the consuStrs are asked to sacrifice 
convenience or otherwise alter their ?iving habits in the interest of 
saving enersj. F@r example, consumers are FeqUeSted &G redLICe heating 
and air-con;tticning levels and to minimize the use of electric and gas 
appliances and 'lighting. 

The public appeals have had some effect in reducing energy consump- 
tion. Interior's Bonneville Poker Administration and other electric 
utilities in tne Pacific Nortneest reported that, on the basis of load 
forecasts, tre region's electricity consumption was reduced by 7 percent 
firm Septerzer through Gecember 7973. Electric and gas utilities from 
other regions of tne country have reported similar reductions. 

Althougn voluntary action tzken by the public ras contributed to 
energy conservation, the effectiveness of such action depends on the 
continued mc-tivaticn of consumers to conserve energy. A change in con- 
sumer atti?u:e to conserve energy could elirinate the prospect of long- 
term savings through their voluntary efforts. 

Severs! other corservation action;, in addition to the voluntary 
efforts, her-e being taken OF planned by sore State utility COmiiiSSiOnS 
and public ;-- lities invclving rate-structure changes and the installa- 
tion of energ;-saving devices. Eut there was not general agreement 
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between the utiiities, State utility commissions, or Federal agencies 
as to the eneqy-saving potentia! of these practices. 

Rate-structure chanps 

FPC and the State regulatory agencies, in approving utility-rate 
structures, have been primarily concerned that the rates were not 
unduly discriminatory to any class of customer and that they provided 
a reasonable rate of return to the utility. The design of the rate 
structures was ?eft to the utilities. 

Historically, dec'lining rate structures have been prevalent in 
the electric and gas utility industries. This fol?owed natura??y from 
the cost of service concept under which the unit charge for energy 
decreases as the usage increases. This was justified on the basis of 
larger, more efficient generation and distribution facilities and 
increased use of capacity--the more units of energy sold, the less a 
unit costs to produce and deliver. 

Rates based on this concept have been considered by many to be 
pro,motiona? and to encouraae the widespread and growing use of energy. 
Also, many utilities have had marketing policies designed to encourage 
consumers to increase their use of energy, such as giving the consumer 
loans to purchase appliances and heating and cooling systems. 

As energy shortages have become apparent, however, Federal agen- 
cies, State regulatory aoencies, utilities, and <'.hers have been con- 
sidering and, in some cases, introducing new power-rate structures 
which, hopefu??y, provide econorni- L incentives for energy conservstion. 

For examp?e, one State utility commission approved a resjdentia? 
power-rate structure in January 7974 which did not provide for a 
declining rate for increased e'lectricity consumption but, rather, pro- 
vided for the same charge a kilowatt-hour regard!rss of the kilowatt- 
hours used. The comnissim said that, as a result of this rm flat-rate 
structure, a customer usirq 200 kilowatt-hours of eiectricity a month 
would receive a 3.3-percent increase in his electric bill while a cus-- 
tamer using 2,030 kilowatt-hours hou?d receive a 9.2-percent incrcdse. 

The iom-nission said that decfining price and promotional rate 
structures were out of da tn and that price-rate structures no longer 
reflected the ccsts of prrducing and distributing electricity. The com- 
mission informed us that , because of (1) rising costs in labor, mate- 
rials, and construction costs, including costs associated with meeting 
environmental standards, and (2) higher interest rates on money usr:d to 
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finance expansion, every additional unit of electricity will increase 
the cost of supplying energy and the per unit cost of that energy. 
According to the ccmnission, rate structures which promote the ever- 
increasing use cf electricity do not best serve society's interests 
because they increase the supply difficulties already being experienced. 

This change in the power-rate structure applies only to residen- 
tial rates. The commission stated that, before it could consider making 
changes in the structure of commercial and industrial rate schedules, 
it would need facts to consider the impact of changes on the State's 
economy. 

Another utility commission issued an order in November 1973, ap- 
proving a rate increase for an electric utility company. The coMssion 
required the utility to eliminate from its proposed rate schedules any 
rate increase for residential customers using 400 kilowatt-hours or less 
a month and to transfer the revenue requirement that otherwise would be 
allocated to low-usage residential customers to high-usage rate blocks. 

Tne commission stated that it was imposing this requirement because 
it had an obligation to assist and encourage the company and its cus- 
tomers to avoid unnecessary use of electricity without penalizing essen- 
tial uses. According to the cornmission, the rate structure will be an 
added incentive to customers to turn down their thermostats and tc re- 
duce their use of nonessential electric appliances. 

An official of t!:is company was skept'cai about the coimnission's 
approach of using.the rate structure to conserve energy because of the 
Tack of experience the utilities have regarding this approach as a sound 
conservation practice. 

Another electric utility company started a conservation program in 
1970 to reduce electricity use during ?eak hours. Under this program, 
the company requests 145 large corrrnercial and industrial customers to 
reduce their use of electricity between 4:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. The 
company requests this when extreme weatCler conditions require large 
demands by other customers for electricity If these 145 customers re- 
duce tneir electrical requirements, the company compensates for it at an 
agreed rate. The company's statistics show that customers earned 
$33,604 in compensation for the power they conserved during the 1972-73 
winter season. Company officials estimated that this program could re- 
duce peak energy demand by as much as 2 percent. 

Two other State utility commissions expressed doubts concerning the 
use of rate structures to encourage energy conservation, as follows: 
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--"If the regulatory function were to use rates to achieve 
conservation program goals, it would require abandonment 
of the established concepts. We cannot abruptly desert 
this cost of service approach." 

--"Considerin? the needs for energy in our present economy, 
we are not convinced, however, that rate structures by 
themselves--unless raised to punitive levels--will have 
an immediate and noticeable effect upon the consumption 
of energy." 

The need for an evaluation of the influence of power-rate struc- 
tures on consumer demand was mphasized in a November 13, 1973, letter 
from th? Acting Chairman, Council on Environmental Quality, to the 
Chairman, Conservation and Natural Resources Subcomittee, l-louse Corn-" ?!.$cL 
mittee on Government Operations. In that letter the Council pointed 
out that the current state of knowledge on the influence of power-rate 
structures on consumer demand for power is meager. The Council stated, 
however, that the National Science Foundation and others are now fund- 
ing studies in this important area. As part of its energy leadership 
role, FEA should evaluate and disseminate to utilities and State util- 
Sty conmissions the results of these studies. 

Installing energy-saving devices 

Some gas and electric utilities have promoted home insulation pro- 
grams. For example, one utility helps clJstoTers insulate their resi- 
dences by 

--providing a booklet explaining how to install insulation; 

--urging people who are unwilling or unable to undertake 
the work themselves to contact a contractor; or 

--making all the arrangeT.ents for insulating the cus- 
tomer's home, including assistance in financing the costs. 

One commission rlas considering proposing investment tax credits for 
landlords as an incentive for them to better insulate their rental prop- 
erty. The commission indicated that the greatest obstacle in instituting 
a tax credit program is the lack of information on the effects of such 
credits. 

Another commission, in a letter to all gas companies in the State, 
suggested that a subsidy toward the cost of installing energy-saving 
devices be provided to consumers in the form of a credit to the 
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customer's monthly utility bill. A few utility companies indicated a 
willingness to undertake such a program, bit the willingness uas con- 
tingent on establishing that voluntary efforts had not produced stffi- 
cient savings or that these Joluntary savi,jgs kdere only short term. 

/ The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) has been advertising the 
energy savings tnat can be achieved tnrough heat pumps. Heat pumps are 
energy-saving devices which move heat from the outside to the inside of 
a home during the winter; the process is reversed during the steer to 
cool a home. For an all-electric home TVA estimates that, in its 
region, about 7,000 kilowatt-hours of electricity a year can be saved 
compare4 to other forms of electric heating and cooling appliances. In 
addition, TVA has developed a certification program for heat purp 
dealers which meet TVA's standards for installing heat pumps. 

The effects of such programs on energy conservation should be evalu- 
ated and disseminated to utilities and State utility commissions. 

NEED FOR ADDITIORAL AUTHORITY 
m STATE LITILITY COMMISSIC%S TO 
-E OR PROMOTE ENERGY 
CONSERVATION PRACTICES 

The authority and responsibility of the State utility cGmissions 
(regulatory agencies) to require or promote energy conservaticn practices 
differ widely. Some cornnissions do not have authority and responsibility 
to carry ou: energy conservation practices through the regulatory process 
and, thus, had not done anytning to promote energy conservation. Others, 
as previously d!scussed, hdd taken steps to requ!re or promote rate- 
structure changes and the installation of energy-saving 4evices. 

In response to our questionnaire, 27 of the 38 regulatory agencies 
res;ronding jaid they considered energy conservation a part of their regu- 
?ato:y responsitility but 11 agencies said they did not. Five of the 11 
inilcated they haG not done anything to promote energy constrvat?on. The 
other six c,aid they were prorating voluntary :G?servation effort_5 or 
encouraging Qnd supporting such efforts by utilities. 

Of the agencies that consider energy conservation a part of tneir 
regulatGry responsibility, 12 had no regulatory authority over ;~blicly 
owned utilities--r ostly municipally owned s;lstec*s--and 8 did cct reyulate 
cooperatives. Also, four of the other agencies pad only partral regula- 
tory authcrity over publicly owned utilities, ar.c; zwo had only cartial 
authority OE r cooperatives. This partial authority involved such fac- 
tors as plant siting and environmental or safety consideraticns btit 
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genera?ly did not include rates or type of service. In these cases, the 
utility or cooperative was generally under the jurisdiction of a local 
government in the area served or under a board of directors. 

In addition to commenting about the varying degrees of authority 
and respoxfbility to promote energy conservation at the State or local 
level, several regu atory agencies expressed differing views concerning 
the use that should be made of the regulatory function <IS Y vehicle for 
encouraging energy conservat3cn, as follows: 

--II* * * energy conseffai-Tot a; s regtilatory functinn 
shoulc be on a national 1 .;'<I to prevent one state 
from having an unfair Z,T1o5j: advantage over another." 

--"Regulatory agerlcies dere never intended to achieve 
conservation goals. ' The commission indica?ed, how- 
ever, that with prover funding it could do a good .fc>. 

--"Statutorv limitations prohibit this Co;nmission from 
using the reyulitory function as a tocl for impiementinq 
or encouraging conservation programs. It is our generai 
opinion that the regulatory function should not be so 
used." 

--"The regulatory power of goverfiment should b? used as 
full) as possible to implement conservation programs." 

--II* * * regulatory authorities, especially federal regu- 
latory authorities, have an almost unparalleled capabil- 
ity for influencing the energy situation for better or 
for war-se by their actions, ir.actions or interventions." 

Some Stax regulatory agencies 'ndicaxed, and we concur, that there 
is a need for a uniform Federal energy policy and gu-ideline for the 
States so that they can work toward a common goal. The Office of Con- 
servation 3rd Environment can assist States by devising and advocating 
model laws ior States to help regulatory agencies carry out efiergy con- 
servation practices. 

NEED TO IPITE'iSIFY AND 
COORDIKATE TrE FEDERAL EFFORT 

The Office of Conservation and Environrent has the responsibility 
to provide ar: active leadership role in coordinating Federal energy 
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conservation efforts, to conduct research on major policy alternatives 
availabie to conserve enerqy, and to educate consumers on conservation 
measures. 

Many problems which the State regulatory agencies have in identi- 
fying and implementing conservation practices--as discussed previously-- 
involve matters which we believe could be alleviated by the Office of 
Conservation and Environment. It should intensify its efforts to carry 
out the evaluative and guidance aspects of its responsibilities as they 
relate to utilities. 

FPC is carryinq out activities, and is considering additional 
activities, which are closely related to the Office's responsibilities. 
Therefore, the Office's leadership role in advocatinq specific energy 
conservation practices should be in consonance with any standards that 
FPC may establish involving its regulatory function. 

Intensifyin evaluative and guidance 
activities related to utilities 

An FEA official advised us in June 1974 that the equivalent of two 
employees were assigned to conservation activities involving utilities. 
These activities involved such functions as organizing meetings with 
representatives cf Federal agencies, State regulatory authorities, 
electric utilities, and experts from industry and universities to dis- 
cuss possible chanqes in rates and rate structures, and electrical load 
mcnagment. Ir addition. several research and development contracts 
have been initiated by FiA which the agency believes will provide zore 
substantive information about the impact of rate changes. According to 
the official, more resources needed to be devoted to conset-vatio? activi- 
ties involvinq utilities, including additional technically qualified 
staff members, and that FEA is considering elevating the organizational 
role of the utility sector. 

The potential for energy conservation by electric utilities is 
indicated by the fact that in 1970 electric utilities used about 25 per- 
cent of the total national energy resources in generating electricity 
and this use yas projected to increase to about 37 percent by 1985. 

In viev! of the poiential for energy conservation and the infcnation 
we received fran State regulatory agencies and utilities indicating a 
need for the design and evaluation of conservation practices and for Fed- 
eral guidance, we believe that you should increase the efforts of the 
Office of Conservation and Environment to evaluate and advccate energy 
conservation practices by utilities. 
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Coordination with FPC 

FPC has taken action to identify energy conservation practices used 
by electric utilities and !s considering more actions which would pro- 
vide a methodology for evaluating and disseminating information on the 
practices. 

In FPC Crder 495, issued November 13, 1973, FPC requested a71 elec- 
tric utility systems-- investor owned; publicly owned, including Federal 
systems; and cooperative owned--to voluntarily adopt and report annually 
on: 

--Policies for conscrving and efficiently using natural 
resources. 

--A research and development program on conserving and 
efficiently using natural resources. 

--A general implementation plan on achieving continually 
increasing efficiencies in generating, transmitting, 
distributing, and using electricity, including increased 
consumer knowledge of conservation potential and present 
or proposed rate incentives for more efficient energy 
use. 

The order stated tSat the reporting system vas to facilitate the 
widest possible dissemination of information on the conservation of 
natural resources in producing and using electricity and was directed to 
the Nation's 3,500 electric utilities servSng 200 million consumers. 
Although FPC asked 3,500 utilities to respond by Decen-ber 31, 1973, only 
135 had responded as of July 12, 1974. The responses could give the 
Office of Conservation and Environment useful information on sales prac- 
tices initiated by electric utilities encouraging energy conservation. 
However, because of the small number of replies, a more effective means 
to identify such practices may be needed. We were advised that FEA has 
made arrangements with FPC to assemble a task force to reexamine the 
questionnaire so that information received from the utilities can be of 
greater value. 

In addition, FPC is considering plans to monitor utility conserva- 
tion practices for technical and econcmic content, to develop conserva- 
tion guidelines, and to devise a means to evaluate the practices, includ- 
ing consumer acceptance. The plan states that the evaluation will 
necessitate establishing energy conservation standards and, thus, model 
conservation programs will have to be drawn up. 
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According to the plan, the information developed in drafting the -- 
model conservation programs will be.disseminated to the utilities, . j_ I. _- 
public utility commissions, and other interested parti:es but will net _I .-. 
be designed to serve as minimum standards with which the utilities 1. - + :' 
must comply. The model programs would incorporate measures which . * 
utilities Eight adopt, the estimated costs and potential effectiveness,.,' _. 

_- _ 

the managerial and financial burdens, and the local regulatory I 
implications. -1 

. . 

The plan indicates that, though its use can offer leadership in *_ 
formulating a comprehensive approach to energy system development, 
there is also a compelling requirement for FPC.to undertake advanced 
studies of this area to carry out its regulatory responsibilit:. This 
is so--according to the p?an--because the influence of rising energy 
prices alone may be expected to stimulate innovative proposals for new 
energy sources and for more efficient use of energy; many proposals 
may eventually appear before FPC as evidence to be considered in con- 
nection with regulatory actiom. . . 

The Office of Conservation and Environment should carry out its 
leadership role for energy conservation in consonance with any stand- ; _ 
ards that FPC may estab!ish involving its regulatory function. 

We were told that representatirJes of the Office of Conservation 
and Enviroment meet frequently with FPC officials to coordinate con- , 
servation activities. He believe, however, that FEA should initiate a 
memorandum of understanding with FPC setting forth the roles of the two '- 
agencies rqarding energy conservation practices and providing for 
clearing with each other proposed conservation practices involving 
electric or gas utilities. 1 1 

.' I 
RECOHMENDATIONS . 

In viru of the impact that conservation practices by electric and 
gas utilities could have on alleviating the energy shortage and the 
need for more knowledge in this area, we recommend that you intensify 
the evaluation and guidance of the Office of Conservation and Environ- 
ment relating to electric and gas utilities. The Office should: 

--Obtain, evaluate, and disseminate information on energy 
conservation practices kbich the utilities and State 
regulatory agencies use and advocate those practices 
which prove to be effective. 
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--Provide technical assistance to utilities and regulatory 
agencies fn establishing standards for evaluating the 
results of energy conservation practi*as, 

--Devise and advocate model laws for enactant by Stare 
legislatures to strengthen the capability of State regu- 
latory agencies to carry out energy conservation 
practices. 

We also recorrrnend that-you coordinate your leaders!-ip role in 
energy conservation with FPC and initiate a memorandum of understanding 
with FPC setting forth the roles of the two agencies regarding energy 
conservation practices and providing for clearing with each other pro- 
posed conservation practices involving electric or gas utilities. 

ble discussed this report with your Acting Assistant Administrator 
for Conservation and Environxnt, and he generally agreed with our 
conclusions and recommendations. 

We appreciate the cooperation received during our survey and 
would appreciate being infomed of action planned on .ur recommendations. 
We would be glad to discuss this report with you or your staff. 

We are sending copies to the Director, Office of Management and 
Budget; the Secretary of the Intericr; the Chairman of the Board, TVA;. 
the Chairman, FPC; and the appropriate congressional committees. 

As you know, section 236 of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 
1970 requires the head of a Federal agency to submit a written state- 
ment on actions taken on our recommendations to the House and Senate 

ci 
Committees on Government Operations not later than 60 days after the '-/ "5b" 

f -. r- date of the repor, and to the House and Senate Cornittecs on Appropria- rJ<>jO i: 
t- -- tions with the agency's first request for appropriations made more than 

60 days after the date of the report. 

Sincerely yours, 

Mo.ite Canfield, Jr../ 
Director 




